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ABSTRACT

The purpose of computer-assisted emergency re-
sponse in nuclear power plants, and the requirements
for achieving such a response, are presented. An im-
portant requirement is the attainment of realistic
high-speed plant simulations at the reactor site.
Currently pursued developnent programs for plant simu-
lations are reviewed. Five modeling principles are
established and a criterion is presented for selecting
numerical procedures and efficient computer hardware
to achieve high-speed simulations. A newly developed
technology for high-speed power plant simulation is
described and results are presented.

It is shown that simulation speeds .ten times
greater than real-tine process-speeds are possible,
and Chat plant instrumentation can be made part of the
computational loop in a small, on-site minicomputer.

Additional technical issues are presented which
must still be resolved before the newly developed
technology can be implemented in a nuclear power
plant.

INTRODUCTION

The Aim of Computer-Aided Emergency Response

Operators of nuclear power plants respond to emer-
gencies by following documented emergency procedures.
Emergency procedures are carefully developed sequences
of operator actlctis, designed to mitigate a large num-
ber of anticipated emergency scenarios. Even though
the scope of emergencies covered by procedures Is
large and growing, the emergency potential is still
larger, and an operator will always face the challenge
of having to synthesize a response to unanticipated
events. In such an emergency, the operator should be
assisted by a computer.

The objectives of computer assistance in a power
plant are (1) to monitor the plant's performance, (11)
to diagnose failures in instruments, components and
systems, and (ill) to predict quickly the plant re-
sponses to several remedial operator actions after an
accident. This oust be achieved fast enough, so that
the operator can select the optimum strategy before
committing himself to a recovery maneuver. The latter
two objectives are the aios of emergency assistance by
computer.

Requirements for Computer-Assisted Emergency Response

Loca 1 Sxpe rtise. Emergency response Is the re-

sponsibility of the operating supervisor at the plant.

Only the technical staff at the power plant site has
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the In-depth knowledge about the plant which is essen-
tial for an emergency response. Therefore, the com-
puting facility for emergency response must be oper-
ated with plant-specific expertise by the technical
Staff at the site of the plant.

On-Site Sloulatlon Facility. It is impossible to
prepare a remote central simulation facility to an em-
ergency response at a particular plant, because inval-
uable time would be lost first in loading the respec-
tive instructional program and input data set, and
then in synchronizing the simulations with the tran-
sient conditions in the power plant. Instead, a low-
cost dedicated minicomputer must be available at the
site of the power plant.

The minicomputer must be loaded with its plant-
specific instructional software package and with all
plant-specific data other than operating conditions.
It must be continuously linked with the plant control,
Instrumentation and protection systems such that the
dynamic simulation can be locked in step with the ac-
tual transient in the power plant, until the plant
simulator or analyzer is needed for emergency re-
sponse. The plant analyzer can also be made to ignore
the signals from the plant and then serve for s varie-
ty of plant transient analyses and for operator train-
ing.

It would not be vise to maintain this readiness
for several power plants in a single, large cocputer
facility with a superconputer, because all plants
would be left in despair during the failure of a sin-
gle computer, and remote program maintenance and up-
grading for plant-specific program changes are not
practical.

Fast Simulation Speeds. While plant performance
monitoring can be done at real-time simulation speed,
the prediction of plant responses to contemplated re-
medial actions in emergency situations requires ruch
faster simulation speeds. Simulation speeds of ten
times faster than real-time speeds or higher oust be
achieved without loss in frequency response. High
computing speeds are routinely obtained for slow,
quasi-static events. They are also needed for rapid
transients in severe accidents.

On-Llne Link with Reactor. As discussed above,
the plant analyzer must be linked with plant control
and protection systems via one-way optical data trans-
fer channels and with the control room instrumentation
so that the transient in the power plant can be repro-
duced in the analyzer until a prediction is needed in
an emergency.

This requirement should not be confused with the
task of establishing the steady-state conditions in
the plant from a few operating conditions because a
transient starting condition is defined only by the
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complete set of all state variables for the s/3ten.
It la therefore necessary Co isolate from the entire
plant that portion which must be dynamically simulated
for an emergency in the nuclear steam supply system.
Then one must define the boundary interfaces between
the simulated portion and the remainder of the sys-
tem. These interfaces are invariable control actuator
posi tions for valvest relays, etc., and must be com-
municated on demand t^the plant analyzer.

The communication channels must be scanned during
eve ry compu ta tiona1 eyeIe, to assure computa t iona1
continuity and fidelity. The computational cycling
frequency must be approximately an order of magnitude
greater than the expected simulation response
frequency.

The plant analyzer must offer a large number of
computed parameters from which the operator can select
any one for convenient graphical display.

Scope of Paper

From all the above requirements imposed on a nu-
clear power plant analyzer or simulator for emergency
response, the requirements of high-speed realistic
simulations of severe transients in a low-cost mini-
computer are the most difficult ones to achieve. Ve
present first & summary of previously used and cur-
rently contemplated approaches to nuclear power plant
simulation, then we report on a newly developed tech-
nology and present an assessment of its capabilities.

CURRENT APPROACHES TO HIGH SIMULATION SPEED

Real-time simulation speed has been sought by man-
ufacturers of training simulators, by vendors for the
design of nuclear power plants and, on behalf of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, by the developers of
codes for safety analyses In national laboratories.
Real-time simulation speed can be achieved only by
matching modeling and programming techniques with C O Q -
puter capabiIities.

The mathematical models for training simulators
were simplified in ths pa3t to achieve real-time simu-
lation speed with available computing power. Rates of
change (for fission power, for example [l]) have been
artificially limited and coolant inertia has been ig-
nored [I] to maintain computational stability. Such
modeling restrictions are now being eliminated as
faster minicomputers become available.

The need for increased computing speed has had al-
most no Impac t on the modeling In the maj or sys tens
codes TRAC [2] and RELAP-5 [3], developed by Los Ala-
mos National Laboratory and Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory, respectively, for the U.S. Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission. The models are based on standard fi-
nite differencing of partial differential equations
for the two-phase coolant mixture. Increases in com-
puting speed have been sought by remodeling the power
plant with fewer computational cells. Finite differ-
ence methods, however, converge to the correct solu-
tion only as the mesh size and the time step decrease
toward zero. As expected, any significant reduction
of the cell number leads to significant losses in ac-
curacy [4], Analytical methods have rarely been used
in the past to increase simulation efficiently (5].

Numerical Integration

Ma}or efforts have been cade to improve the inte-
gration algorithms for greater execution speed, parti-
cularly in codes which use matrix Inversions for solv-
ing large systems of nonlinear equations, such as TRAC
and RELAP-5. A linearization technique has been used
to replace the matrix of rank (MN), .representing M
field equations In N computational cells, before Its
Inversion by a matrix of rank N for the pressure
field. This reduces drastically the computational ef-
fort for Integrating all field equations. The method
fails, however, when partial derivatives of coolant
properties vanish or tend toward infinity. With this
method one cannot realize the computational savings
arising from the behavior of Incompressible fluids.

Predictor-corrector methods, traditionally used
for Integrating ordinary differential equations, have
also been used for Integrating partial differential
equations faster in the fast version TAAC-PF1 12].

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

One must always choose between computing efficien-
cy and program transportability. Computer codes writ-
ten in standard FORTRAN can readily be cade to execute
on any large computer, yet they can never utilize ful-
ly the architecture of a particular computer. FORTRAN
compilers have been developed for several computers
wl th parallel and/or pipeline execution, but they do
not produce efficient machine codes unless the pro-
grammer adheres to very detailed and machine-dependent
constraints which render the code machine-specific.
The Cray-I supercomputer executes for a dense linear
system [6] from two to six oillion floating point op-
erations when programmed in standard FORTRAN. Spe-
cialized Vector FORTRAN for the Cray machine executes
up to six times faster, Vector Assembly Language up to
twenty times faster, but only on the Cray machine.
One can have either an efficient code, or a transport-
able code.

Program transportabl11ty has aIways been given a
higher priority than execution efficiency by vendors
of training simulators, by power plant designers and
in government-sponsored code developments for reactor
safety analyses. There is widespread apprehension
against unfamiliar, non-FORTRAN programming languages
In the nuclear industry which is unparalleled in non-
nuclear simulation activities.

Computers

There are two trends in the selection of computers
for nuclear power plant simulations. Vendors of
training simulators seek to employ minicomputers with
increasing computing power, accomplished by parallel
processing in pipelined computer architectures. In
contrast, for almost all major systems codes, devel-
oped on behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
the trend is from large nainfrare computers such as
the CDC-7600 to even larger super computers such as
the Cray computer. Simulations *re largely carried
out on general-purpose computers with standard FORTRAN
programs. However, this paper dea Is wi th a powe r
plant simulation on a modern special-purpose peripher-
al processor which was specifically designed for sys-
tems simulation.

Graphic Display Systems. The advantage of multi-
color graphics for input and output processing has
been widely accepted because it has the potential of



reducing sharply the first and last of the three ticie-
consuraing operations In simulation, which are input
data preparations, program execution and evaluation of
output data.

NEWLY DEVELOPED HIGH-SPEED SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY

The careful selection of modeling and programming
techniques and the deliberate choice of a particularly
suitable, special-purpose minicomputer produced •; new
plant analyzer for realistic simulations of norr..a 1 and
severe abnormal transients in nuclear power plants.
The moat prominent distinctions of the plar.t analyzer
are its great simulation speed, its low capital and
operating costs, its outstanding user conveniences and
its unsurpassed ability to accommodate control and In-
strumentation signals in analog or digital torn.

The plant analyser was developed for BUR power
plant simulations. The simulation principles em-
ployed, however, Are general and apply to all power
plant simulations.

Modeling Techniques

The most demanding part of light water reactor
plant simulation is the modeling of the two-phase flow
thermohydraulics In the reactor vessel and, if appro-
priate, in the steam generators. The coolant dynam-
ics , therefore, dominate the selection of modeling
s tra tegy, ma theca tica 1 me thods and conpu teir ha rdwa re.

The balance of pIan t s imula tion, while taxing con-
pu ting capacity and input/output processing, is effec-
tively achieved with familiar mathematical models.
The simulation of neutron kinetics may require special
attention. The plar.t analyzer described herein em-
ploys point kinetics, requiring a re latively small
simulation effort. Multidimensional kinetics simula-
tion, however, can also be achieved with standard mod-
els and a suitable peripheral processor. Here, the
focus of power plant simulation Is on the coolant
thermohydraulics.

Modeling Principles. Modeling efficiency Is
achieved when the greatest possible simulation fideli-
ty is produced with the smallest possible number of
arithmetic operations. It is achieved by:

(i) selecting the least complicated themohydrau-

llcs model for two-phase flow which accommo-

dates all the available experimental informa-

tion on two-phase flow,

(i I) elimina ting from the modeIs all lrrelevant
phenomena, while accounting for all possible
flow patterns and important processess,

(lii) executing as many Integrations as possible in

analytical form and evaluating the analytical

solutions dynamically during the simulation,

(lv) executing in advance all iterative procedures
required for the solution of implicit sets of
nonlinear equations, then tabulating the re-
sults in terms of explicitly known variables
and Interpolating the tables during the simu-
lation.

(v) combining ana iytica1ly in every equation all
constitutive relations (material properties,,
correlations, etc.) into the smallest possi-
ble number of expressions and tabulating the
expressions for interpolation during the sim-
ulation.

The first of these five principles suggests to use
orly field equations with known mass, momentum and en-
ergy interphase and wall to fluid transfer terns that
can be modeled and validated with currently available
Instrumentation (7], since otherwise such field equa-
tions only burden the computations, without producing
reliable information. By adhering to the fourth and
fifth principles one takes advantage of low-cost cen-
tral core tnenory now available even in modern minicom-
puters, and one reduces many conputat.ions of any com-
plexity to evaluations of linear expressions. All
five principles require some engineering judgement and
developmental efforts but, together with proper selec-
tions of conputing methods and processors, they con-
tribute significantly to efficient high-speed simula-
tion. Below we demonstrate how these principl is have
been applied in the plant analyzer. Fcr a complete
description of the modulo s«e Reference [8l.

Coolant Hydraulics. For the BVR pIant analy ze r
development described herein. It was recognized [8]
that phase separation, coolant mixture Kyel tracking,
nonequilibrlun boiling, flashing and condensing, and
particularly the tight coupling between fission power
and vapor volo fraction in the reactor core are the
most important aspects of coolant dynamics mode ling.
Acoustical effects in the steam lines are deemed to be
important, while acoustical effects In the liquid
phase of the coolant mixture are unimportant.

Following the first modeling principle, we select-
ed the four-equation drift flux model which consis ts
of the vapor mass balance and the three balance equa-
tions for dixture mass, momentum and energy. Follow-
ing the second principle and recognizing the Irrele-
vance of acoustical effects in the liquid, we decided
to use the volume-averaged vessel pressure*

v V
(1)

Co compute all therinophysical coolant properties. The
vessel pressure is computed by combining the nixture
mass balance, expressed as the volunetric flux diver-
gence equation,

7 j - •

with the caloric equations of state for liquid and
vapor, and with the phasic energy balance for the liq-
uid, and by integrating the resulting ordinary differ-
ential equation

Following the third principle, we integrated Equa-
tion 2 analytically to replace the partial differen-
tial equation of mixture mass conservation by this
quadrature in space

*All symbols are defined in the Nomenclature at the
end of the paper.
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The time-dependent starting value jo(o) is computed
from the momentum equation. Satisfying again the
third principle, we integrated analytically the momen-
i jm balance

example, as many as fifty-four momentum equations for
fifty-four vessel cel ls by the simpler task of inte-
grating three momentum equations for three loops,
covering a l l fifty-four ce l l s , but i t also reduces
drastically the computational stiffness of the mathe-
matical model. Only in the steam Line does the plant
analyzer integrate the cionentun balance in f inite-
difference form for each one of ten computational
ce l l s [B].

The use of Equa tions 3, A and 6 reduces the need
for Integrating the 216 differential equations of the
four-equation model for fifty-four computational
ce l l s , to the much simpler task of integrating only
111 differential equations. These are the three loop
momentum balances (Equations 6) , and fifty-four each
of the vapor mass balances

<AVj-r ( A VJ • (10)

+ fto"£o 2d. p.
n &

along every straight stream-tube segment of every
closed flow contour in the vessel and recirculatlon
loops, linked the results to eliminate the pressures
at segment terminals and thereby replaced Equation 5
In every computational cell by three loop momentum
balances

f
dT z pm

lG | d z ]

J-l 54

anJ of the mixture energy balances

d<u p >

1=1 54 ( in

Further details , specifically on constitutive re-
lations for vapor generation and heat transfer, are
found in Reference [ 6 ] .

i*JTP
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min
1 3 ( 6 )

for the vessel and a similar one for the recirculation
loop. The loop momentum in Equation 6 la defined by

Conduction In Fuel Elements. Following once again
the third node Ling p r i n c i p l e , we Integrated the tran-
s i e n t conduction equation for radial conduction of
heat , over the cross sec t ions of fuel p e l l e t , gas gap
and fue l cladding to obtain an ordinary d i f f e r e n t i a l
eq ua t ion [8 ,9 ] fo r the ra te of fue1 teope ra ture
change:

d<T>
dr

NBi ( T-
SK

(pc).
(12)

j
(7)

1-1 o

and the mixture, vapor and liquid mass fluxes are re-
lated to the mixture volume flux in Equation 4 by, re-
spectively.

where NBi"nc'/kci ^5 t n e cladding Biot number,
Cg is a constant depending on geometry and F Is
a function of thermal properties [8j . Equation 12 is
integrated for every axial fuel element (twelve in
each channel) and then used £o compute for each axial
element the »-adial temperature distributions. In the
fuel pellet the distribution i s , with c " r/R]

G "
g

p
g g

where f j - Cfl <a>, f2 V > ( 9 )

* - T - -

• (T. - T.) , (13)

and in the cladding the distribution is, with n -
(r-R^/s

Notice that Equation 6 accounts fully for gravity ef-
fects, wall shear, momentum flux and form losses. It
predicts natural circulation but not the unimportant
propagation of acoustical waves. Equation 6 not only
replaces the expensive task of integrating, for

In Equations 13 and 14

<Tw " V •

( C g (15)



is the excess wall temperature above the coolant ten-
perature T«,.

Equation 15 is implicit in Tu because the heat
transfer coefficient hc in the Blot number and the
material properties in Fpr depend on Tw. There-
forep the calculation of the right-hand side of Equa-
tion 12 and of Equations 13 through 15 requires an it-
erative procedure, involving the selection of the Ap-
propriate heat transfer regime and the evaluation of
the corresponding heat transfer correlation. Follow-
ing the fourth modeling principle, the excess wall
temperatore is corapu ted in advance by Newton-Raphson
iteration, over the entire range of possible fuel tem-
peratures and flow conditions. The result is stored
in a multi-dimensional table, with known variables as
table entries. The evaluation of transcendental ex-
pressions is thereby reduced to a time-saving linear
interpolation of a nonlinear table. A single table
accounts, without loss in accuracy, for all the mate-
rial properties and heat transfer correlations IS] ,
regardless of their complexity.

Turbine Models. In order to predict the turbine
power and the steam exit enthalpy from inlet condi-
tions , turbine speed and exit pressure, one must com-
pute the lsentropic enthalpy drop and the thermody-
latnic turbine efficiency [8]. Following the third
modeling principle, we integrate Gibbs* equation

during the slnulatlon, as called for by the third mod-
eling principle:

T d Sn (16)

along an 1sentrope, from the inlet condition
(tn ) , ,p. } to the exit pressure p and findm i l e

T (p )

I s

pe v

dT
(17)

Equation 17 is evaluated by closed-form Integration,
with known polynomials for the saturation properties.
Following the fifth modeling principle, we tabulated
the term In square brackets and the last term in Equa-
tion 17, each as a two-place fur. ction. Thus, the
i sen tropic enthalpy drop In the '^i thine is computed
rigorously by evaluating linear expressions in
(hm>i» Pi and Pe.

Adhering again to the fifth principle, the turbine
speed-dependent therraodynamic efficiency Is evaluated
for a set of nine fixed coefficients of a particular
stage, specifying the theoretical degree of reaction,
the rotor entrance flow angle, the mean radius ratio,
the meridian velocity ratio, the losses in rotor and
stator, the reheat factor and the kinetic energy re-
coveries (8], and as a function of the ratio v •

of rotor speed over maximum a team veloci-
ty. Here, a single linear interpolation produces
the result of two square root extractions, the evalua-
tion of a trigonometric function and over fifty addi-
tions, subtractions and multiplications.

Feedwater Preheatera. The feedwa ter tempe ra ture
rise in the combination of a main heat exchanger and a
drain cooLer is computed from analytical integrations
of the energy balances for the fluids on the shell and
tube sides. The result is dynamically evaluated

<Tf«>e " (Tfw>e - FWH

where

FWH
« (U-U
pe* - 1

(18)

(19)

= (AU)M/<CpHfw)- < 2 0 )

Effects of thermal storage and transport tines are
modeled as a first-order time lag. Individual heater
failures are also modeled.

Other Components. The five modeling principles
listed above have been employed for the nuclear steam
supply system, the balance of plant components, the
control systems and the plant protection systems.
While ordinary differential equations are used to pre-
dict angular speeds in puraps, turbines, electric mo-
tors and generators, control functions and valve posi-
tions, all nonlinear characteristics for induction mo-
tors , pumps and valves are precomputed from first
principles or generally applicable empirical correla-
tions and taDulated for linear interpolation in the
plant analyzer [3].

Selection of Computing Hethods and Computer

The computing method and the special-purpose pro-
cessor have been chosen for the plant ana lyzer to
achieve the greatest possible simulation speed in a
minicomputer. The choice of suitable algorithms for
the numerical sinuistion and of the corresponding pro-
cessor are, however, intimately related to the fora of
the mathematical models. As explained above, physics
dictated the selection of the four-equation mixture
model for coolant dynamics. This four-equation model
was then cast in the forn of ordinary differential
equations (cf Eqs. 3, 6, 12 and particularly Eqs. 10
and 11). This form, and also the fourth and fifth
modeling principles established earlier, suggest
strongly simulation procedures and computer character-
istics, the selection of which Is discussed below.

First, we decided whether to integrate explicitly
or Implicitly, and then we selected a suitable digital
computer. A numerical integration procedure Is called
explicit If the values of all state variables for a
future time level are computed explicitly in terras of
state variable values only from the past and present
time levels. Such a procedure requires no iteration
on state variables.* All other numerical integration
procedures are called implicit, lead to nonlinear dif-
ference equations and require iterations for every
time iiep.

The rational choice between explicit or implicit
Integration is based upon estimates of these three
measures:

(i) the most predominantly encountered high-
frequency (fv) content of input data and
computed parameters,

(ii) the permissible integration step size Ar l n t

and

(III) the frame time i"frra needed by the computer
to advance the simulation from one time level
to the next.

*Hinor iterations may be necessary to calculate sub-
sidiary variables (cf. Eq. 15),



Frequency Content. Of all the processes driving
the system transients, the one with the highest natur-
al frequency fv must be accurately simulated and
therefore imposes an upper limit 4tu " l/(5ftf)
on the Integration step size &T^nt» This limit must
be Imposed over and above applicable limits arising
from numerical stability or form truncation errors.

Neutron kinetics has the highest frequency, but it
la not a driving mechanism in a BVR power plant. In-
stead, prompt fission follows Che relevant driving
mechanism of acoustics in the steam line. In a BUK-4
plant the pressure oscillations reach the frequency of
approximately fv - 10 Hz.

Permissible Integration Step Size. The highest
possible simulation speed is achieved with the largest
permissible integration step size

AT
lnt

Min (21)

where A T 3 13 the limi t required to maintain accuracy
by controlling the truncation errors inherent in alL
finite difference analogues for derivatives, Axa is
the stability limit imposed to avoid exponential
growth of roimd-off errors, and A T V is the Limit im-
posed to simulate accurately the high frequency con-
tent of driving processes or of boundary conditions.
The first two iimi ts characterize the Integrating al-
gorithm and depend on Its time-dependent eigenvalues.
The thitu limit charac terizes the system to be simu-
lated. The first and last limi ts are related to each
other via the same high-order time derivatives of the
mathematical model.

For unconditionally stable integrating algorithms

A T 3 I3 obviously unbounded. Most implicit algo-

rithms have this desirable feature, while explicit in-

tegrations are conditionally stable with a bounded

Frame Time. i s the c lock time tha t the

computer needs to execute all computations for the ad-
vancement of the simulation from one time level at T
to the next level at T + ATiat. The frame time for
implicit Integration Is always much larger than for
explicit Integration because of time-consuming Itera-
tions.

If the model Is formulated, the number of arithme-
tic operations Is established and the frame time can
be predicted from given processing speeds. Most com-
puter vendors specify maximum execution speeds (In
million floating point operations per seconds, for ex-
ample) but such specifications are useless because of
the uncertainty in the utilization of maximum process-
ing rates. Only Applied Dynamics International of Ann
Arbor, Michigan, specifies the time requirement for
each operation in sufficient detail for reliable frame
time es tlmatea.

Computing Speed. Once the above three measures

have been estimated one can easily compute the simula-

tion speed as the multiple S of real-time process

speed:

S - A T . _/AT.. . (22)

*The factor 5 applies here to a third-order Adams-

Bashford Integration routine and may he greater for

lower-order algorithms-

It is clear that if A T V IS small, explicit Integra-

tion with Its snail txfrm produces the larger ratio

S, while unconditionally stable, implicit algorithm

simulate quasi-steady transients faster.

Computing Method for Plant Analyzer. Computing
experience with TRAC and RELAP-5 codes lead to an es-
timate of the frame time &Tfrm. An Implicit inte-
gration of four field equations for approximately one
hundred computational cells would require a frame time
of 180 milliseconds on a large mainframe, general-pur-
pose computer (CDC-7600) or 160 to 700 milliseconds on
an array processor programmed in FORTRAN. An explicit
Integration of the same problem requires approximately
30 oi H I second 3 on a general-purpose computer and 6
milliseconds on available array processors designed
specifically for explicit integrations.

Since A?£nt *° Equation 22 is llni ted, according
to Equation 21, to A T V • 50 milliseconds for both
explicit and implicit Integratlons, It is clear that
explicit integration produces the higher speed-up fac-
tor S in Equation 22. Therefore, explicit integration
vas chosen for the plant analyzer.

Implicit integration is of Interest only when
Arv and Aia In Equation 21 are much larger than
180 milliseconds. To achieve ten times real-time sim-
ulation speed (S - 10) with implicit integration, one
would have to licit the range of simulated transients
to those whose frequency content Is below 0.1 Hz, and
one would have to use a large mainframe computer.

Computer Selection for Plant Analyzer. Implicit
integration involves matrix inversions which are best
accomplished in array processors with two or more cen-
tral processsing units, because the elementary row op-
erations of matrix inversion Involve parallel column
operations, slmilar to signal processing. Explicit
Integra tion, on the o ther hand, is bes t accompIIshed
In a special-purpose peripheral processor which has
the inherent characteristics of an analog computer and
the integrating capacity and stability of a digital
minicomputer*

With the explicit integration method selected, a
nationwide search was launched for the most suitable
minicomputer to execute high-speed integration of
large systems of. nonlinear explicit first-order ordin-
ary differential equations. The AD10 of Applied Dy-
namics International in Ann Arbor, Michigan emerged as
the most suitable minicomputer available in 1931. Two
ADIO units have been installed at BNL and are opera-
tional since March 1982.

Major Characteristics of Plant Analyzer

A detailed description of the ADIO architecture Is
beyond the scope of this paper but csn be found else-
where [8,101. In brief, the ADtO is a special-purpose
peripheral array processor, designed for high-speed
simulation of large complex systems by integration of
nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The AD10
la programmed via a host computer, a PDP or VAX mini-
computer.

The ADIO contains six distinct, task-specific pro-
cessors which operate In parallel and are synchronized
at the computing cycle frequency of 10 HHz. The six
processors serve (1) to link the ADIO with the host
computer, (i1) to time and contro1 the other f ive pro-
cessors, (ill) to execute logical decisions and binary
searches for table Interpolation (lv) to execute addi-
tions, subtractions and multiplicatlons in Integer or



fractional arithmetic, (v) to carry out numerical in-
tegrations, and (vi) to address memory. Two additions
and one multiplication can be carried out In one
cycle, resulting in thtrty million fractional opera-
tions per second. Twenty million words can be trans-
ferred each second between memory and processors. In-
ternally generated digital data can be Issued as digi-
tal data &t the rate of 3 mllllon words per second or
converted to analog signals in the range from -10 volt
to +10 volt. Input signals can be accepted as digital
(3 million words per second) or analog signals (- 10
volt).

Capabilities. The two AD10 processors Installed
at BNL can Integrate as many as 1,950 state equations,
with any combination of seventeen built-in algorithms,
such as first through fourth orders Adams-Bashford or
Adams-Moulton and second through fourth orders Runge-
Kutta procedures. The mix of algorithms can be al-
tered with a single keyboard command, on-line and
without reloading the program.

The two processors can generate as many as 18 non-
linear functions of one variable, plus 34 functions of
two variables, plus 12 functions of three variables In
as little as 98 microseconds, regardless of the func-
tions complexity. This feature is utilized by Model-
ing Principles lv and v.

Up to 256 Input and output analog channels can be
scanned for every computing frame. This makes the
outside world (instrumentation and controls in a power
plant) part of central core memory.

The BUR plant simulation presented here entails
320 integrations with 4,000 subroutine or module
calls, Including the interpolation of over 200 nonlin-
ear multidimensional tables, many as often as 54 times
during every computing frame. All of this is achieved
in the frame time * 5.4 ms. The maximum inte-

gration step size is ATj.nt " 54 ms, producing a ten
times greater than real-time simulation speed (cf.
Eq. 22). Twenty-eight analog channels are scanned 200
time3 per second to introduce operator actions and
malfunctions any time before or during the simula-
tion. Sixteen output channels are currently updated
200 times per second for graphic display and storage
of computed results. This capability is Indispensible
for computer-aided emergency response.

Limitations. The AD10 processors installed at
BNL* employ 16-blt integer arithmetic In all but the
Integrating processors (which have a 48-blt mantissa
in pseudo floating point representation). The 16-bit
integer arithmetic not only requires scaling of all
variables, but also limits the dynamic range to two
decades If the relative error is kept below 1/27.* All
variables are scaled to fall in the range [-1, +1].
The least significant bit Is 2" l S - 3 x 10" 5.

Scaling means additional analytical work during

program implementation. One Is rewarded, however,

from this scaling work by gaining in-depth understand-

ing of the mathematical models and by obtaining a sol-

Id basis for program validation.

We have employed dynamic scaling for one parameter
only, to expand i t s dynamic range from two to five de-
cades. Assume that in the scaled equation

7 - C 1G) , - M x <_•+ 1 (23)

0 £ | c | <_ 512, constant

|f| reaches the noise level for "x E [a,b]. Then

*A new floating-point processor FX Is now available
with greater computing speed and capacity, at the
same cost.

7 - C-760-p"00 +-J|OQ [ 1000-7(7) ][l-7(x)] t

where ~pGZ) - 1 for "x e [-!•») and (24)

x e (b , l ]

7OO - 0 for "x e [a,b] ,

has a dynamic range which Is three decades larger than
that of Equation 23.

Programming Language. The AD10 Is not a general-
purpose computer, programmable in general-purpose
FORTRAN. The ADlO's own high-level systems simulation
language MPS-10 consists of subroutine or module calls
which reflect analog computer operations. The major
advantage of HPS-10 Is that It contains a single rule
with which to ut i l ize fully the parallel and pipelined
process ing in the AD10 rtodule ca1Is need only to be
packaged in groups, called Data Areas, until such
groups are f i l led up. Then al l overhead operations
are minimized, pipe line.3 are fully utilized and the
maximum simulation speed is achieved, unless one cares
to program In assembly language. MPS-1O is relatively
easy to learn.

Graphic Display. Currently we transmit any set of
fifteen parameters and time to an expanded IBM Person-
al Computer (PC) for storage and subsequent display In
labelled diagrams on a four color CRT monitor. Any
two of the fifteen parameters can be selected for on-
line display during the simulation. A dot matrix
printer produces black and white hard copies of the
monitor image.

Any variable can be displayed also on a Type 4012
Tektronix storage oscilloscope with thermal jrioter.
The oscilloscope is the primary display device for
program development and Interactive system analysis.

ACHIEVEMENTS OF HIGH-SPEED SIMULATION

Scope

Figure 1 shows schematical ly the BWR-4 plant con-
f igurat ion simulated for th i s paper. Shown are the
reac tor , the ba lance-of -p lant components and the con-
tro l system. I . e . , the pressure regulator ( p ) , the
feedwater regulator (FW) and the r e c l r c u l a t l o n flow
c o n t r o l l e r (FW). The arrangement of computational
c e l l s in the v e s s e l i s shown in Figure 2 .

The simulation encompasses neutron k i n e t i c s , ther-
ma 1 conduc t ion In fuel s true tures , nonhooiogeneous,
nonequilibrium coolant dynamics with l e v e l tracking,
boron transport , the dynamics of steam l i n e f low, tur-
b ines , condensers, feedwater preheaters , turbine*
driven feedwater pumps, pump speed-control led r e c l r c u -
l a t l o n f lows, suppression pool , plant protec t ion s y s -
tems and the control system described above [ 8 ] ,
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Figure 1 BUR Plant Schematic
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Figure 2 Vessel Flow Schematic and Arrangement of
Computational Cells in Pressure Vessel

Thirty-seven different transients have been simu-
lated as part of the developmental assessment for the
plant analyzer, Including sixteen multiple failure
events. Geometric parameters, operating conditions
and control parameters (delay times, amplifier gains
etc.) were entered through keyboard commands. Fail-
ures were entered from a control panel shown In Figure
3.

Figure 3 Control Panel

Simulation Speed

All transients can be simulated at speeds up to
ten times faster thatt real process speed. It is easy
to simulate as many as ten different transients in
less than two hours and display the results on the IBM
PC.

This simulation capability results from the plant
analyzer's outstanding convenience for changing input
data, from Its ability to respond instantly to input
changes, from Its high simulation speed and from i t s
graphic display capability which s t i l l can be further
improved.

Simulation Accuracy

Good simulation accuracy can be achieved only with
complete and exact plant-specific input data for geo-
metric parameters, set point data for the plant pro-
tection system, control parameters and characteristics
for pumps, valves, etc. A preliminary assessment of
the plant analyzer has been performed with most input



data as avaliable for the Peach Botton II BtfR powe r
plant. Unspecified data have been inferred from nor-
mal steady-s tate opera ting conditions and from da ta
published In the Final Safety Analysis Report for
Peach Bottom I I .

Plant analyzer resul ts have been compared [S] with
results from CDC-7600 calculations using the same
original equations, from the Final Safety Analysis Ke-
port, from GE calculations for ten different Antici-
pated Transients Without Scram in a generic BWR-4
plant, with resul ts from TRAC-BDI, RELAP-5 and KAMONA-
3B. The comparisons show relat ively good agreement
even though the transients were simulated with s l ight -
ly different input data. Figures A through 10 show
typical results of the comparisons between plant ana-
lyzer results and resul ts from major systems codes.
Figure A shows two pressure curves fron TRAC-BDi be-
cause the authors [11] observed an error in TRAC-BDl's
kinetics calculat ions. Other differences are ex-
plained In more deta i l in reference [8] .
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Figure 6 Comparison of Vessel Pressure Predictions

from Plant Analyzer and RAMONA-3B Code
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Figure 4 Comparison of System Pressure Predictions

by Plant Analyzer and TRAC-BDI Code
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fron Plant Analyzer and RAMONA-3B Code
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Figure 5 Comparison of System Pressure Predictions

by Plant Analyzer and TRAC-BDI Code
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CONCLUSIONS

BNL Plant Analyzer

It has been demonstrated that a combination of ad-
vanced modeling techniques and modern special-purpose
array processor technology can yield a nuclear power
plant simulation capability which is s"7»*ior to that
obtained on Large mainframe computer?., vith standard
FORTRAN systems codes.

Realistic and accurate simulations can be achieved
wlth the plant analyzer at much faster than real-time
simulation speeds, at low cost and wi th unsurpassed
user convenience, for both normal and severe abnormal
events.

The plant analyzer can accommodate hardware (con*
trots and instruments) on-line into its computational
loop and make the outside world part of its central
core memory.

Conputer-Aided Emergency Response

The new technology presented here produces the
necessary simulation speed for plant monitoring, for
failure diagnosis and for on-line predictions of the
plant response to operator actions which might be con-
templated for the mitigation of the consequences from
reactor accidents.

A dedicated facility at the plant s i te , programmed
for, and synchronized with, the specific power plant
Is required, in principle, for timely and effective
emergency response. New research is required to ac-
complish the synchronization.

NOMENCLATURE

fFWH

£lff2

f

N 3

p
q'w

U
IT]
v
<<Vgj>>

ctional area
{J

specific heat
heated perimeter
Zuber-Findley distribution parameter
geometric parameter
hydraulic diameter
substantial derivative for phase k, k=g,£
Eq. 19
Eq. 9
single-phase friction factor
property parameter
component of gravicy in z-direction
mass flow rate
enthalpy
convectlve heat transfer coefficient
volumetrie flux
thermal conductivi ty
length
Eq. 20
vapor mass
Eq. 7
Eq. 20
number of segments In j-th flow contour
pressure
linear heating rate

wall heat flux

gamma heat absorption rate
radius
fuel pellet radius
mean cladding radius
outer cladding radius
cladding thickness
mixture entropy
temperature
internal energy
overall heat transfer coefficient
rotor entrance speed
specific volume
void fraction-weighted, area-averaged
drift velocity
vessel volume, Vj+V2

volume of pure liquid in vessel
Vv-V!
axial velocity component
mass flow rate
axiaL coordinate

void fraction

vapor generation rate per unit of volume

form loss coefficient
Wfw/»SH5

/
l 3

density
tine
two-phase multiplier for wall shear



Subscripts

c
c£

D
e

f
fi
fw

S
1

ij
lnj

Is
J
JTP

I

a
at

SHS

V
co

Special

condenser
cladding
drain cooler
exit

saturated Liquid
fuel

feedwater

saturated vapor
inlet
loop and segment indices
injection
Isentropic

loop index
Jet pump

saturated liquid

sa turated
steam line

shell side of heat exchanger

vapor
coolant (subcooled, saturated or
superheated)

Symbols

average
time deriva tive
derivative with respect co pressure t along
saturation line
up and downstream of expansion, or
contraction
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